
Where the exclusive resorts of Atolli are reserved for the well-off and usually have strict policies 
for ‘disruptive behavior’, Atolli Sea Park offers a more family friendly venue for visitors on a 
budget. Located on the less desirable outer curve of Atolli, the park nevertheless enjoys the 
same tropical climate and azure ocean as the more prestigious lagoon side, making it a natural 
fit for a vast aquatic theme park. 
 
The resort offers modest accommodation at its main hotel block that curves along the beach 
side. Its sandstone walls blend in with the surrounding expanses of white and the terraced 
upper levels offer open air dining from a selection of ala carte and buffet style options. At the 
very top lies an exclusive night club for the tired parents and older children to mingle after hours, 
though neither the music nor the general atmosphere usually gets too loud in order to provide a 
good night’s sleep for the guests. 
 
The main attractions of the Sea Park are the water park and the aquatic zoo. The water park 
consists of dozens of various slides and pools ranging from kid friendly to decidedly adult. 
Jacuzzis and wave pools mingle effortlessly with lazy rivers and kiddy pools littered with colorful 
water toys, the general ambiance mirroring this hodgepodge of sights and sounds. The majority 
of water slides are a mixture of themes and technologies, including a repulsorlift slide that 
simply balances the water path ‘on thin air’, though the biggest draw is still the Celestine 
Chasm. This corkscrewing monster of a ride actually dips underwater and offers a view through 
the transparent tube of the brilliant underwater city, as well as beautiful aquatic vistas beneath 
the waves. 
 
Several types of typical tourist fare are made available, purchased from snack shacks or 
patrolling park vendors. Although far from culinary masterpieces, the abundant use of fresh 
locally caught fish and seafood makes the food a distinct cut above the competition. 
 
The aquatic zoo is a more tamed affair, with equal parts interesting animal observation as well 
as learning about the aquatic ecosystem of Selen. This makes it a popular destination for 
schools and other groups seeking to educate as well as entertain. The zoo has a vast aquarium 
exhibit hall upon the shore, showing ancient fossils unearthed from the layers of Selen’s deep 
crust, as well as a reptile and avian wing where several colorful species of Selenian fauna are 
held. 
 
Further, the actual marine exhibit is located underwater, with expansive walkways suspended 
within hydrostatic bubbles allowing visitors to traverse a wide artificial lagoon of segmented 
corrals that house various species of fish, sea turtles, and other life forms. Thanks to the 
bountiful waters and natural coral reefs that surround Atolli, the variety and splendor of animals 
is second to none and the park is hailed as the finest of its kind within twelve parsecs. 
 
Compared to the more snacky fare available at the water park, the zoo offers slightly more 
refined dining experiences with restaurants and small cafes located around the premises. With 
the surrounding aquatic sights on offer, these establishments tend to be a rather popular retreat 



from the scorching midday sun as the temperatures beneath the waves are kept mild by the 
surrounding body of water. 
 
 


